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COLD STORAGE FOR IOWA APPLES 
SCALD. ROTS. RATE OF COOLING OF COLD-STORED APPLES 
INTRODUCTION 
The data presented in this thesis has to do with work which has 
been carried on during the p 8 st five yea rs by the Pomology Sectton 
of the Iowa Agricutlure College . Growers and dealers who make a 
practice of storing Iowa fruit for commercial purposes are very 
much int e rested in the result s of investigations of this n a ture. 
THE PROBLEM 
This report deals with, (1) the effect on the development 
of apple scald. in storage of va rious factors such as t emperature, 
humidity, maturity of fruit when stored, size of apples, wrapping 
paper us ed in packing, and methods of storing; (2) r e sults of an 
investigation of the rat e of cooling of apples when placed in cold 
s torage; (3) observations on apple rots developing in storage. 
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EXPERIMENT STATION COLD STORAGE PLANT 
In the critical investigation of methods for the control or 
prevention of diseases of apples in cold storage the storage rooms 
must be held constantly under accurate temperature control. If 
this is not done it is i!l'.q)ossible to determine how much the results 
of the experiments may have been modified by variations in the 
storage room temperatures. 
In the earlier investigations at this Station of problems 
pertaining to the cold storage of apples one of the Experiment 
Station cold storage rooms was assigned for this work. It was soon 
found to be unsuitable because of lack of satisfactory control of 
. 
the refrigeration. Consequently its use for this special purpose 
was abandoned and the work was afterwards from 1906 to 1915 car-
ried on wholly thru cooperation with com..'11.ercial cold storage plants 
located in different parts of the state. 
Since 1915 refrige~ation rooms have been available in the 
building in which the Pomology Section rooms are now located. The 
temperatures are held constant by automatically controlled appara-
tus, which required comparative little supervision. The motive 
power is furnished by an electric current. The refrigeration 
machine is o~e of the Audiffren-Si ngrum type. By its use it has 
been possible to secure the te!l'.q)eratures desired in the investiga-
tions and maintain them constantly under accurate control for the 
entire period of the experiment even through periods when it has 
been impractical to give the app~ratus constant supervision. 
The arrangement of this machine is shown in Plate I. It 
consist s of a shaf t carrying a t one end a drum (A), at its center 
another drum (B), and at its opposite end a Pulley (C), for revolv-
ing it. It s a pearance is practically that of a lar&e dumbbell 
and when it is in operation, its end drum (A) is partially immersed 
i n the brine to be cooled, a nd the other drum (B) i s immersed in a 
similar tank containing flowing water which acts as a cooling agent 
for the drum and for the compressor pumps contained within the drum. 
The machine operates on the compression system using sulphur 
dioxide as its refrigerating agent. The co mp r essor pumps are sus-
pended from a steel band which operates on an eccentric fastened to 
the shaft within the drum (B), and are held in a vertica l position 
hy a lead counterweight. The pressure limit is deterr.'lined automat-
ically by the action of the counterweight. 
When the machine was constructed the air in the dumbbell was 
entirely exhausted, and a charge of sulphur dioxide and pure 
neutral oil admitted, after which the dumbbell was hennetically 
sealed. The working parts a re thus constantly oiled, p reventing 
me t al to meta l contact. Oxi da tion of the lubricating oil cannot 
occur as there is no oxyeen p r esent. 
·The sulphur dioxide gas is compres sed in the drum (B) and 
on coming in contact with the cool surfaces of the drum which 
is suspended in cold water , it .condenses to a liquid. The liquid 
sulphur dioxide pas~es through a double hollow shaft to the drum 
(A), where it comes in conta ct with the surfaces of the drum 
which is revolving in the brine tank. The brine has a much higher 
temperatu re than the liquid sulphur dioxide. Sulph\llS dioxide has 
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a very low boiling point a nd v ap orizes read i ly unde r these condi -
t i ons. I n the proce ss of v aporization the sulphur di oxi de absorbs 
the heat from the brine through the bronze shell of the d rum, t hus 
cooling the brine. After vaporizing , the sulphur di oxide is sucked 
back to drum (B ) , through the double hollow shaf t of the dumbbell, 
t hus completing the cy cle. The cool brine . i s pumped through the 
pipes in the cold storage rooms by means of a circular brine p ump. 
The co l d storage p l a nt cons ists of six storaee rooms of 
v a rying s i 2e s with capacitie s r angi ng fro m t vrAnty to sixty boxe s 
o f apples. A photo g rap h of the int Arior is shown in Pla te III . 
One of the l a rg er roo ms h as four small compartments opening into i t 
on on e side, e a ch of which holds four app le boxes and is equi pped 
with indi vidual automati c temp eratu re cont r ol . 
The temperatu res in the rooms and compaTtment s may be con-
trolled eithe r b y the use of automatic electrical thermo s tats 
which oper;:i te solirno i d v a lves, orb t h e use of h and v a lves. The 
temperature is regula ted b y the flow of the cold brine t hru the 
refrng erating coils . The tempera ture of the brine itself is 
contra lled by me.ans o f a t h ermos t a t a ttached to the return brine 
p ipe. This t h ermost ::t t opera t e s t he electrica l controller which 
s tarts and stop s the r efri g era ti on machine. I n this way a utomatic 
control of the temp:eratu r e s is s e cu r e d t h ruout the p lant and person-
a l s up e rvi si on re duce d to a mini mum . 
\ 
PLATE II I REFRIGERATION MACHINE 
PLAT£ ZZI 
APPLE SCALD 
De scrip ti on 
Apple scald is one of the serious troubles with which the 
grower and d.eale r who store fruit must con tend. It is of com-
mercial import ance because the discoloration inwures the fruit 
and lo·wers it s commercial value. It is the cause of serious loss 
every season. 
Scald appears as a brownish discoloration of the skin of the 
fruit, which, as a rule, does not extend into the flesh, but 
affects only the epidermal or surface layers of cells that form 
the color bearing tissue of the skin. In the first stages of 
scald the skin takes on a slightly r~sseted appearance and turns 
light brown in color; as the scald develops further the color 
becomes darker and in advanced cases, the discoloration pe ne -
trates below the skin into the underlying cells of the flesh of 
the fruit. 
Our observa tions are confirmed by those of Brooks and 
Cooley (5; p. 294 ) who st ate, 
"In ac.;gravated dases the troub le may extend entirely thru 
the firmer skin layer into the l arge isodi ametric cells of the 
pulp. In such cases, the flesh becomes soft brown and rot- like 
and the trouble is often spa ken of as "deep scald" • In earlier 
and more typical cases of scald the tissue affected is the s ame 
as with Jona than spot, the skin color, however, being a light rather 
than a dark brown, the areas affec ted always larg er and the demar-
cation between diseased and healthy ti ssue les s definite than in 
the case of the Jonathan spot." 
Only certain varieties of apples are subject to scald. 
I t develops to a greater degree on green and yellow colored 
varieties than on red v a rieti es, and on red varieties it 
dev elops principally, if not wholly, upo n the green co l ored 
portions of the skin . 
Beach and Clark ( 1 : p. 10 4-105 ) repo r t t h irty-three 
differe nt varieties of New York apples as l i able to scald in 
storage, i ncluding Gri mes, Mann, 'rolman sweet, Wi nter Banana, 
Yellow Bellflower, Rhode I sland Gree ning, and less often 
Green Newtown as the p rincipal green and yellow varieties, 
susceptible to it ; and Baldwin, Gano, Missouri,Pippin , York 
Imperial , and Wine sap, as some of the most s usceptible red 
varieties . 
I n I owa , sca ld is commerci ally importo. nt princ i pally 
on Grimes, Mammoth Bl e.ck Twig ( ARKANSAS ) , Sheriff, North-
v1estern Greening, Willow Twig, and less c ommonly on Wi nesap . 
MATERIALS AND ~IETHODS OF INVESTI GATI ON 
Method Used I n Comparing Sca lded Apples 
I n examining the v a ri ous boxes of apple s , the followi ng 
scale of percentages was used to classif., s light, medium, 
and bad sca ld . 
Variety 
Grimes Golden 
No~thwesternGreening 
Mammoth Black Twig 
Sheri ff 
Winesap 
-?-
Percent of Surface Sca lded 
Slight 
Medium 
Bad 
Slight 
Medium 
Bad 
0 - 5 
5 -25 
25 -75 
0 - 4 
·4 -10 
10 -60 
The reason why a sca le of lower percen t age s was used in the 
ca se of partially colored apples is because, as a rule, only the 
green or yellow area of the surface of a colored apple is subject 
to scald. The purpose of using the percentage of scald was to show 
the amount of area aca1ded as compared to the total area subject 
to sca ld. I t is evident for example with Iowa grovm Mammoth Black 
Twi g which seldora averag e more than 25 percent green surface, th at 
10 percent of sc ald would discolor the fruit about as much in pro-
portion to its uncolored surface as would 25 percent sca ld on 
Grimes, a yellow vv. ri e t on wh ich sca ld in adv2nced ca se s vovers 
t he entire apple. 
When the sca ld covers over 25 percen t of the surface, it 
usuall becomes more dense bj the small, s cattered, s ca lded spot s , 
which are f irst n oticeabl e on slightlj scalded apples, b ecoming 
blended into a more solid discoloration, making it muc!.i more notice-
able to the purchaser. 
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I n cases where the total number of scalded apples is used 
as the basis of comparison between d i fferent boxes, these totals 
do not necessaril show the actual difference in scald between 
the boxes for the reason that under "total scald" is included 
all of the "slight", 11 medium11 , and 11 bad 11 classes. Thus one box 
mar conta in a larg e number of sli ght1- scalded apple::; and on.Ly 
a few badly scalded, while another li ox may contain a smaller 
nuraber of slightly scalded apples and a correspondingly lare;e r 
number of badly scalde d apple s , and b oth boxeg have the same 
number of "total scald". In such a case there would be a. 
difference in the actual amount of scald presen t vrhi ch could 
not be shovm by using the "total"scald" as the basis of com-
parison . For example: one box of 125 apples has on one 
examination 1 3 percent slight, 26 percent mediur.i, and 55 :per-
cent badly scalded apples, or a total scald of 94 percent. 
Another box has 55 percent ilight, 26 percent medium, and 13 
percent bad, giving a lso a total percent of 94. 
Apples which would rank in the slight or me dium classes 
of scald are not materially injured as to their market .value; 
the classification is of intere s t chiefly in noti ng to what 
extent scald has developed. 
s t oragE and Apparatus. 
During the seasons from 1915- 16 to 1917-18 i n clusive, 
investig a tions were carried on under com..~ercial conditions in 
the col d storage pl F• nt at the experiment station. The s torage 
work in previous years was carr:Eed on in commercial cold storage 
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houses in different parts of Iowa. All the fruit used was grown 
and packed at the state Experiment Orchard, Council Bluffs, Iowa . 
This orchard is g rowing on a Missouri loess formation, which is 
the type of soil on which auch varieties of apples as Jonathan 
and Grimes reach a very high degree of perfection. The fruit 
was shipped to An1e s at once and ir:unedi ate ly stored i n the various 
storage rooms in the pomology section cold storage plant in 
accordance with the requirements of the plan of the eA~eriment. 
During t he season of 1915-16, Grimes, Sheriff, and Mammoth 
Blac k Twig (AHKANSAS) apples were stored in three rooms held at 
32°F., 36°F., and 400f., respe ctively. Ac curate records of the 
temperatures mainta ine d in these rm-oms were kept. A thermograph 
which recorded the temperature for t hirty da s without the need 
of rewinding was ased. This type of t1ermometer i s shown in 
plate IV. The apples were examined twice during the storage 
season. At each examination the boxes were removed to a lighter 
room of about 60°F. temperature, 1.vhere they were unpacked , examined, 
rewrapped, packed and i mmedi a tely put back i n to their respective 
storage rooms. At no t ime were the apples subjected to the h i gher 
temperature outsi de the storage for mo re than t wo hours, which was 
not long enought to materiall affect the temperature of the fruit. 
The apples in each box were divided into four lots; those free 
f rom sca ld,. those sli e;htly scalded, those of medium scald, a nd 
those badl sc al d.ed. 
During the season of 1916-1? and 1917-18, onl two storage 
tempera t ures were used, 32°F. and 40°F. Two rooms we re he ld at 
each of these temperatures, one with high and the other with lovr 
relative humi d.i ty. 
During the season of 19:I-7-18, a fifth s torage room was 
PLATE 
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a lso included in the experi ment. In this room the te rri;;rnra ture 
was fluctu a ted every t wo weeks between 32°F. and 40°F. 
In ee.ch case, each v a riety wa s examined twice during the 
s e Rson, usual l y in December or J anuary a nd a gain in February; 
the later keepin~ v a rietie s received a third examination in 
Ma rch er Ap ril. 
Experiments I nlude Com:':tE::rcia l Q,uantities of Fruit. 
It is worthy of n o t e "t.11. a t t hese i nvesti g ations a!'e no t 
bases on the behavior of a sma ll number of frui t s , but that the 
apples we re used i n commercial quantitie s . In no c a se was less 
than one and in the majority of the investi ga t i ons from ten t o 
fifty boxes were under experiment. The number of apples r a nged 
from 125 to 188 per box . 
Our experiments and observations demonstrate tha t there is 
a v a riati on in the a mount of s ca l d fiound in the differe nt boxes 
of a ny one lot of apples no t withs tanding the f act that they h ave 
b e en g~own , picked, p acked, a n d stored under conditions as 
s imi l a r as it was possibl e to make them. It is clearn, tfurrefore, 
that the i nvestigati ons of this nature the lare;er t he number of 
apple s under experiment, the more nea rly is it possible to secure 
accurate results and reach reli ab l e co nclusions. 
The following table gives the number o f boxes of e a ch v a riety 
that we r e used in the temperature investiga tions: 
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Number of :Boxes of Apples Under Experiment . 
1915-16 1916-17 1917-18 
Grimes 32 50 59 
Marnnoth Black Twig 12 21 21 
Sheriff 9 14 2i 
The total numb e r of apples under test in the three year 
year period at the minimum rating of 1Z5 per box was 5500 
Sheriff, 6750 Mammoth Black Twig, and 17, 625 Grimesp 
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE O~ SCALD. 
The relation of tempereture to the development of apple 
sc ald has been studied by various investi ga tors. 
Powell and Fulton ( 8 ) working with York Imperial, Rhode 
I sland Gree ning and Sutton apples, found that immediate storaee 
at 32°F. resulted in much las scalding thandid immediate storage 
at a higher temperature of 36°F. It is inferred tha t this fruit 
' 
was hard-ripe and well colored when stored . 
Greene (7: p. 366-367) in previously reported work at this 
station found that under the conditions of his expe riments Grimes 
and Winese.p developed less, and Northwestern Greening more scald 
in cellar stora~e than in cold storage. The fruit was picked at 
the normal p ie kine; time for the v ariety. 
Our later observa tions have shown the.ct opposite results 
obtain with i mmature as compared with mature fruit of Gri mes . 
Ramsey, McKay, :Markell and Bird (10: p. 6) report slightly 
less sca ld developin:;on apples at 32°F. than a t 35°F., or than 
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at 35°F., or than in common storage. Since it is not otherwise 
stated, it is inferred that these e:pples were picked in prime 
conc3.i ti on for the commercial pack. 
Brooks and Cooley (5: p. 296) in a series of laboratory 
experiments found scald starting to develop sooner at 20°c. 
(6BOF.) than at 15°c. (59°F.), with a marked contrast between 
tern;pera tu res of 100 C. ( 50°F.) and. 15°c. ( 59°F.) in favor of 
apples stored at looc. (50°F.). Scald developed rapidly at 
l0°c. (50oF.) during the third month of storage, whereas it was 
four months before it appeared at 5oc. ( 41°F.) and five months 
at o0 c. (32oF .). The whole series of experiments were consistent 
in showing that an increase in temperature was accompanied by an 
increase in rate of scald up to an optimum of 15°C. ( 59°F.), or 
20°c. (68°F.). The critical period for scald development appeared 
about a month earlier with each five degree rise in tempera ture. 
Apples stored at fluctuating terry;>erature developed but little if 
any more scald than similar apples at an average constant tempera-
tu~e. The authors give the d8te of picking but not the condition. 
With no statement to the contrary it may be assumed that the fruit 
was picked in prime condition for storing . 
variety Percent Of Total Soald Percent of Bad Scald 
0 
"60 ::520 1!' . 40 ° P . 0 
0 
;.:xarained 40 .i' . .;:) ' Ji" . 36 1! • 32 Ji' . 
Grimes f> .. l-16 55 . 5 38 •• , 19 .4 -- ... ~ ..,....,. __ ........ 
;~ .. 1 .. 17 79 .9 -........ 6 . 4 34.0 --~ .... o.oo 
2 -1 6•18 98 . 5 --..... ti9 .. 3 81 . 9 --- .... 33 . 0 
Sheriff 3 -18-1 6 87. (j 8~ . 8 67 . 0 49 . 2 4 3 . 6 20 . 5 
3·2?-17 81 . 0 
----
18 . 5 36 . 4 
----
0.33 
,1 .. 23 .. 18 53,l ---... 12 .l 1 6 . 7 ---- 0 . 5 
Hwn oot h 
Bl ack Twi g 3 ... 2;~ -1 6 7 4 . 2 63 ,9 77 . 9 ;) .8 '7.0 o3 . 5 
'~ ·30-17 97 .0 
---· 
91 . 7 8 2 . 3 
----
7~ .3 
.1 .. 30 ... 18 99. 3 
-----
9b . 4 9 ~$ . 8 
-----
83 . 8 
The above table gives a comparison for thre e aucceaaive 
yea.rs o f the t otal ~ount of' aoald developing on these three 
varietioa. t;ro vm in the !ja.me orchard and h eld in cold storage . 
;:;i f feroncea 1n seasona l con ditiono in t lle ripenin g o f t h e 
fruit a nd in t nc length o f p eriod ela;pair1 g between t he exar.ai• 
na.t ion ma.de of t l1e a tort}d a.pploa in di f ferent season n, also t-h e 
fa.ct that t h e exa.minationa are not a.ll ma.de by t he ou..m e person 
thruout t he three year period , make it evi(i ent t hat no ri t-Si d 
comparison oan be ma.de b \etween the amount of scald developing on 
t . e sa . e va i t ' in di f ferent sea sons. But in each season rigid 
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rigid comparisons can be made betwe·en different lots of the same 
variet. held un .er the different conditions of the experiment. 
The data sho 1 tha t in a 1 cases but one mor scald developed at 
t1e higher tempera tures. A c omparison of the 11 bad" scnld sho ws 
decided di f fere ces in the amount developing at the di ff erent 
tempera ur·s. I n examining the apples it was found tha only 
tho s e bacl ' scalded were cornmerciall · unsaleable as fi r st c ass 
fr it. From the standpoint of the practical storage man . there-
fore, th table shov · ng the a ount of bad scald is of most 
i nterest. These results correspond With t ho s e o other investi-
gators and confirm the st& eme.t that a temp e ratu e not higher 
t a 32oF. in best for storin , apples a$ far as t e developm nt 
of apple scald in storage is c ncerned. 
I n 1917 - 8 six boxes each of G imes were stored a t 320F. 
and 40°F . These apples were , in the writer ' s judgment. at a 
pr per maturity fo , stora e . Four boxes were held in a room 
which was fluctuated between 32°F. a d 4QOF., tha is t sa J 
the te pera ure was he ld f or two weeks a 32°F •• then for two 
weeks at 40°F •• then for two weeks at 32°F., a.d so on until the 
end of the stora ·e pe iod of tv.rent -eight weeks. 
At the e id of thirteen weeks Gri mes at 32°F. were prac~i £,lly 
unhurt comme rci ally , but a the end of eighteen a ,, d one-hci lf weeks 
al st 50 percent were commercially unsaleable as a No. 1 grade, 
altho they might be di sposed of under a lower grade . 
- 15 ... 
Mammoth Black Twig held at 32°F . for twenty weeks showed 
only 15 percent bad scald, bringing this variet to March 1 in 
good condi tion in re go.rd to s c ld. I t should not be held com-
erci all l ater t han this dc..te, but should be put on the mark t 
immediate ly. 
On the avera- e , the apples sto ed in a tem:peratu fluctu-
ati ng betwee 32°F . and 40°F. con t a i ned l e ss scald than those 
stored at 40° F ., and a li t tle more an those stor d at 32°F. 
The questi on as to whether fluctuating the tempe ratu e of 
the storage r om after the fruit has been cooled down to 32°F . 
car be used to p actical advantage by the cold storaGe ma as 
a method of saving fuel, is a matter of tlrther investigation. 
EFFECT OF HUMI DI TY ON SCALD . 
The effect of humidity on the development of apple scald 
was studi ed duri ng the seasons 916-17 and 1917-18. High a 
low humidities we e mai ntai ned in storace rooms held at temper-
atures of 32°F. a d 40°F . respectively. The rooms with a lo r1 
relative humidi ty were kept dr b the use of calci um chloride 
spread on shallov pans so that the moisture would be abso rbed 
readily. The pans were c~anged as ofte as necessa The 
relative humidit ran from 60 to 70 percent, a care f u l r cord 
being obtai ned by means of a 30 daJ self-recordinG hydromete • 
A photograph of this apparatus is sho m in plate VI l The 
moisture c nte t of the air in the rooms of igh qumidity was 
maintained with t c use of e la ge carbon electric light 
PLATE m 
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bulb inserted into a wire basket which was covered wi th cheese 
cloth. This basket was then placed in a pai of wate s o that the 
electriccil bulb w2s partiall1 immersed. B this means the water 
was heated sufficiently to vapori ze r~pidly. The cheese cloth 
acted as a wink a n d gave a greater evqporating surface . I n this 
manner th0 relative humidity was kept between 80 a nd 90 pe cent. 
A record sheet used in the thermograph and one used in the hygro-
grnph are shown in plate VIII. The upper sheet shows the relative 
humi di t re co rd and the lo 'le r sheet the temp e rature re co rd for one 
month. 
I t must be remembered thntat any specified ten:;p rature 
r elative humidity expresses the relative amount of moisture in the 
air at that temperature only. The amount of moisture that can exist 
as vapor in the air depends on the temperature. At~ low temperature 
even a high rel ative hur.rl.di ty represents a vecy small amount of vapor 
actually in the a ir, while a low relative humidity at a high temper-
ature ma represent a considerabl · larger amount . In both the rooms 
in which relative humidit was kept high, the outside of the boxes 
was damp> while those bo;c-es in the drier rooms were dr • 
A comparison was made between Grimes and Mammo th Black Twig 
apples stored at 32°F • t both in rooms of high and lo relcitive humid-
it , an the sa:r.ie varieties stored at 40°F. in b o th high and low 
relative humidity. The pe rcentciges given in tables I I Gnd I II repre-
sent the results of exanunations made on 36 boxes of Grimes an 10 
boxes of Mammoth Black Twig .during the season of 1916-17, and 30 
boxes of Grimes end 13 boxes of [a .oth Blsck Twi g auring the season 
of 1917-18. These apples represented vari 0us grades as to size. The 
were wrapp ed in ordinar apple wrapping paper and packed in boxes. 
PLATE 1ZIII 
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TABLE II. PERCENTAGE BAD SCAl1D UNJER DIF:&'ERENT TEMPERATURE AND 
HUMIDITY CONDITIONS. 1916-17. 
MAMMOTH BLACK TWIG 
Relative Humidity Percent 
-
Tissue Wrap Wax Wrap 
nays Temp. 80-90 60-70 80-90 60-70 
102 40°F. 50.8 44.2 43.6 24.8 
155 40°F. 63.5 59.5 48.9 52.7 
198 40°F. 83.9 80.9 66.9 ?8.0 
0 
102 32 F. 4.3 20 .6 24.8 15.6 
1!55 0 32 F. 56.2 56.2 52.7 60 .o 
:l-98 
0 
32 F. 84.6 66.() 78 .o 65.6 
GRIMES 
119 40°F. 47.4 26.0 
---- ----
119 32°F. 1.6 o.o 
---- ----
.;. 8 -
TA.BLJii III. P1U~CHMry_'J\Gm BAD SCAL D UMDrfil DI FJ;EflEN'I' 'l? B 1 !PJmA'rUHl~ 
N!D HUMIDI 'I'Y CONDI TI ONS , 191 ? .. lH. 
"NtMO'J'H BL ACK ~· .71 0 
Relative Humidity Percent 
issue Wru.p :ra.x Wrap 
I>aYB •r ernp . ?5·85 60-70 75-85 60-70 
93 0 40 F . 39 . 5 8 .5 32.6 0 .3 
1 41 40° .lJ"' . 69.9 "11. 7 1 4 .7 51. 6 
189 0 40 ]'. 95,3 9 2 ~6 93 . 1 8 2 .. 9 
0 93 32 l!., . 0 0 0 0 
0 
l 4l 32 F. 37 . 0 15 . 3 30 .. 1 5.3 
189 32° F . 85 . l 79.4 84.9 76.6 
OR I ms 
130 40°!? .. . 89 . 9 74 .0 
---.. 
-......... 
130 0 38 . 7 19 .. 5 32 F. ......... ......... _ 
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These tables sho r the ratin fo r bad scald only. The 
apples stored in the r oms contai ning a hi gh humidity were at one 
t i me affected wi th the larger percentage of bad scald on the average , 
but at the enc. of the storaee season this difference was less marked 
because the apple s had the::-i scalded badly under both con di t i ons of 
humidity. This was evidPnt when the 1--;st examinations wer~ made 
the 1 at te r pa. t of Ap ri 1 • 
Two sets of four boxes each of ~ammoth Bl ack t wiv , one 
set wrapped in paraffine pape r , the o ther in ordi nary apple wraps 
of tissue we r e s tored Octorer 16, 1917 , each under hieh and low 
humidities, a nd at 32°F. and 400F. respectively . 
On J nnul1. 17, 1919, no sca l d had develop ed on those in 
ordinary wraps at 32°F ., under either high or low hur:ti.dity. The 
apples in the dry room at 40° F . had 14 .3 p e rcen t of bad scal d as 
compa r ed wi t h 35.3 percent in the moist room at 40° ]1 • The other 
se t in wax paper developed no scal d at 32° F . , under eit er high or 
lo~ hur.li.dity and at 40° F. only 0 .6 pe r cent bad s cald in t he dry 
room as compa red t o 32 .6 p e rcent in the moist room. 
From these tests it appea r s tha t whi le the degree of 
humi di t bears s ome r e lation to the development of apple ,·scal d, the 
degree o f t emp e ra t ure has a great e r infl uence . Th i s would naturally 
be expected since temperature has morP effect t ha hum di t y upon the 
proces s es of r 0atu ring and physi ologica l dec ay of th e fruit . 
These resul t s are confirmed b ; the work of Brooks and Coo l ey 
( 5 :p. 299-3 1 ) who f ound less scal d on apples stored under comparative ... 
ly dr , than under mo i st con di ti ons . At o0 c . ( 32°F. ) the re was bu t 
little more seal ~ on app e s s tored in moist chamb ers tha on those 
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stored i n open containers while at 5°c. (41°F.) the contrast 
was extreme, all the apples in the moist chaemers being badly 
scalded. 
I n a later :publication Brooks, Cooley, and Fisher 
(6: p. 200, p . 217 ) report: 
"It has been found possible to store apples in air 
saturat ed with wat er vapor wit out the development of scald . 
I n several di'fferent exp riments scald was c ons i derably re-
duced by decreasing the humi · t but the benefi cial effects 
we re apparently not en ti rely due to the de creased moisture 
in the air ••.. 
"It doe s not seem, hov:ever, tha t high 1umidity c~n be 
the primary cuase o f the disease, (scald ), for in no case was 
scald entirely prevented by dryne ss , and in every case vvhere 
the ai w s stirred, the disease was practical y eliminat e d, 
even in the presence of the highest humidities. The wit1er-
ing of the ap:pl s in the dry air makes this method of pa tial 
prevention an impractical one, and the fact that the disease 
can be prevented without drying naturally raises t, e y_ estion 
whether the beneficial effects noted from the use of moisture , 
absorbing agents may not be at least parti al dur to their 
power t o absorb some substa ce other t a water, o r to the 
fact that the evaporation of tl e water assists in the elimin-
ation of some distinctl' harr:aful substance ." 
The Dr er Storage Rooms ;ive Less Scald . 
Me ny storage experts have sug~ested tha the lack of 
humidity in stora:;e rooms is one of the probable cuases for 
the development of scald . Our investi gations indi cate tha t 
the drier rooms are more suitable as far as scald p r evention 
is c nceri ed . 
I n larger storage rooms, such as are found in our com-
mercia l co ld storage houses, the lack of humidi ty may be much 
more extrema, and the benefits of increasins the humidi ty more 
noticeable. Furt' er observations on this point ar~ desirable . 
Shrivellini; of Fruit and RelatiYe Hurni · ty. 
The real d'"'nger with low relative humidity is that 
shrinlmge and shrivelling o f fruit may res ult. The question 
of shrinkaGe or loss in weight of apples and shrivelling has 
been under observatio~ thruout this w rk. Ver littl 
shri nkage occu rred even under the lo¥ humidit ie s. Wh en the 
apples were shrivelling and los i ng weight, it was f ound to be 
directly attributable to some other factor, such Fl.s a skin 
puncture. v.rhi ch s hould have been e l imina te d in packing the 
frui t. 
Beach a nd Cla r k ( l; p. 107 ) in a stud of the keeping 
· ..ial i t i es of New York a.fJpl e s found tha t shrivelling was mord 
severe in the russet apple s such as Roxbury Russet, and English 
Rusoet. A~ples of this type keep best in storage containing 
a high relative humidity. 
The shrinkage on apples in connnerci al storage housea 
cannot be laid entirely to the condi tion of the humidity in 
the storage room, but probabiy, for the most part, can be 
traced back to the amount of care ano. attention given the 
fruit at the time of harvest and packing. Skin breaks, spray 
injury, stings , and worm holes are largel ' responsibl for 
shrivelling of apples in storaee. Too much emphasis cannot 
be placed upon the importa1 ce of storing only fruit which has 
a ferfectl sound skin. 
BELL J A EXPERI mNT • 
The effect of humidity on scald was studied under more 
exact conditions during the season 19 6-17 in an experiment 
in w ich the fruit was kept under bell jars in a room held 
at a c nstant tEmperature of 32°F. The factors of changes 
in areation and fluctuations in humidity due to openinG and 
clos i ng the docrrs of the cold storage rooms were thus elimi-
nated. 
Three large bell jars were used in each of which were 
put Mammoth :Black Twig, J onat ... an, Grimes , and Sheriff apples. 
From four to twelve apples of each variet.1 were put under 
each jar. The fruit was selected wi th great ca e so as to 
make the different lots as similar as possible in respect to 
uniformity in size, color, soundn ss , and freedom from scald . 
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'Method of Verifying Condi tio"l of Hurni di ty. 
The humidity in the 'ars was c ecke at ·re uent inter-
vals. The method whic wns used in doing tl is was a modi-
f i cation of the Shreve (11) dev~oint method. A photograph 
of this apparatus for determining the dewpoint and of one of 
th bell ja s is sho in Plate IX . 
The apparatus consists of a meta c linder , th face of 
which is highly- po i sh d nickel. Tw glass tub es and a 
certified th rmometer are fast ned into the c linder and are 
held in place in the neck of the bell jar by means of a 
ru ber stopp r . The Ether is conducted thru the glass 
tubin~ into the c linder . With the aid of a small rubber 
bulb, si~lar to that used on a camera, air is forced down 
one tube ove the ether, a .d out the other tube , and is then 
conducted thru a rubber tube about three feet long before 
escaping into the outside ai r. The ter.:;:ierature is lo 7ered 
w e~ the ai r is forced over the ether and condensAtion ~en 
occurs on the highl polish d outside surface o ~ e c linder . 
The dewpoint of the ai inside th jar is readil determined 
by observin the temp ratur ins i e the cylind.er beforE: the 
ai r is f orced ove r the ether and· fter condensati on occurs. 
The records she ved that th;;. .relati ve humidity did not 
vary more tha 4 percent in any one of th jaro duri ng the 
entire period of the experiment. 
/ 
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Each jar was held at a different ,ercentage of 
relative hul"l.idi ty. The humidity was c '1 rolled by the 
use of var ing auount:=; of sulphuric acid and water as shown 
by the following table. H2so 4 Water 
J ar 1 50% r e la ti ve hur.ni di t 2.6 cc 47.4 cc 
II 2 75% 
" 
fl 
26 ·"°'' cc 73 .7 cc 
II 3 95% II II 5.3 cc 94. 7 cc 
The exp riment was started February 20, 1917, and 
closed May 11, 1918. At tht: end of the experiment each 
j ar vras tested for the amount of co 2 present. J a r 1 with 
50 percent relative humidity contained 34 .2 percent, jar 2 
with 75 percent relative humidity 26.3 nercent, and jar 3 
· th 9 pe rcent relnti ve huni i ty, 30 p e rcent co.,. The 
-
a ount of co2 normally present in the air is less tl an 
one percent . This increase of co2 in the jars is due to 
the respiration of the apples. 
Altha this experiment is not extensive enough to permit 
of definite general conclusions , it is intere :>ting to note 
the.· under t . e conditions as stated til.erc was less res9ira-
tion at 95 p e rcent tan at 50 p e rcent relative humidit ·. 
At the end of the experiment the apples in the jars contain-
ing 75 and 95 percent relative humidity were uit badly 
broken do~n. while those at 50 percent were still fairl 
well preserved. 
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One :month a f ter the experiment was started, tthe 
apples at 50 p e rcen t humidi t y were much better in appear -
Ance than t hose in ei her of t he other t wo jars; this 
rela tive condi t i on held thruout th enti r e l e ng th o· th 
exp e r i ment . Less scald developed on t~e Grimes, ShGriff, 
and Mammoth Black Twi g in the ji: .. r co ntai ning 50 p e rcent 
re l ati v e humidity than in either o f the othe r two j ars . 
Also there wa s e ss sea d on the se v a r i e tti.es at 75 p e rcent 
than at 95 perc en t relative hunidi ty . 
I n a ll of the j c:.rs, the apple s ev e r t ua l ly broke down , 
but the b r , akdo m was much worse in the higher hum.id t i s . 
At the end of the ex~eriment none of the app le s in a y of 
the jars was fit to eat . 
This expo::iment confii rms the resul s of our pr0vious y 
mentioned investig ~ ti ons showi ng tha t appl e s keep best in 
low humi di ti es. 
This exp eriment also sho s the value of aeration . 
These frui t s th1:i t were kept in bell j ars in unchanged air 
for three months, lost f lavor and broke do rm, while s i milar 
ap}? les kept in the adjoining stora g e rooms at t he sa e 
te pera u re but Wh8re the r e was mo r e or l ess c i rc u lation of 
a i r , remained in good cundition lons afterwards . 
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EFFECT OF APPLE VRAPS ON SCALD 
Greene ( 7: p. 368 ) in earlier investigati ons at 
this station, found that apples wrapped in paper matured 
more slowl and did not scald as quickly as those un-
wrapped . 
The result s of the d'fferent methods of wrapping 
are comp a rable with each other fo a Onie ear, but the 
results of one re a r cannot be strict l ' c mparecl wit those 
of &ny other year because the apples were not stored for 
the same en-'·th of time eacn :,ienr, nor were they abs lu e 
of the sam condition of maturity each ye a when put into 
storage. 
Duri n t e seasons 1913-14 an 1914-15 wrap d appl e s 
were compared with unwrapped apples. 
The results in pr ctically every case slow less scald 
on wrapp e d than on corresponding unwrapp e d app le s . 
I n the late r investigation co mparisons were made 
between apples wrapped in ordinary apple wnaps and t ose 
wrapped in a wax or paraffine paper which was practically 
air tight. This line of work hns now been ca.,...ried on fo 
three sea sons . 
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TABLE IV. E1:1 i'CT OF V/RAI)S 011 SCAL D. 
1913-14 l9l t~-l5 191 0-16 1916 .. 17 1 9 17-18 
-variety Temp. s c a l d }fO Uo 
Fahr. ~)e g1· ee •Jr a.p \Vr ap Wr a1) ~trap •Ja.x 'l' i aaue Wax ~~ iflSld 'lax Tissue 
Grimes 32° · n ad ....... 
___ .. 
... ..... 
-- .... -
.... -... . • 
----
:; .c 8 .0 45 . C 32 .9 
Tot a.J; ........ "'"·-- ........... 
........... _ 4 5 .J 37. 2 .... . 10. B 9 4 .o <J !.> .o ( ... 
Mam ·::o t 11 02° Dad -..... --~-- _.. __ .., ---- ..... ., 
... ...,. __ 56 . ;: ~;a . t 21 . f 2~ .7 
l a c k 
Tw i g r ot a l 
----
..,, ___ 
---...... ...... -
---· 
~ .... 8 Ci .4 01.4 78 . ~ 80.l 
. 
::;heri ff :;20 Toto.l 49 .6 3? . 0 34 .4 21. 6 -- ..... 
----
.......... 
----
'""'_ .... _ 
.. ... --
ines ap 32° ·;'ot a l 4 . 1 4 . 9 22 . 5 17 . 1 
---- """'--- - ·-·~ 
__ .,._ 
........... 
-----
arimes 40° Bad 
---- ----
___ .. 
... ~- - .. .., ......... 
_, __ ,. 
19 . 9 47 . 4 ? G. l Gl . 3 
To t al ---.- ----- ....... ...,._ ----- ,,. .. .a- ----- 54 . 2 89 . 8 100.0 99 . 0 
--
.......__ 
I / 
lJ GU!tfflO th 40° Bad 
-----
__ .,._ 
----
-..... 
... ----
--~...- 53 . 8 61 . 0 39 . 3 ?O.B 
Bl -aok 
'l'Wi g Tot a l .......... .. -... ... ...... ........... 
---- -·-~ 7 3 .o '7 8 .o 09 .b 95 . ;I. 
Shefiff .io0 'l'O t al 72 . 7 G6 . 4 ... .._. . ._ .......... 
---.. 
.,. ___ 
.. ..... 
__ .... _ 
l . 4 12 . l 
inesap 40° 'I'Otal 29 .. a 25 . 6 41 . 5 34 . 9 
---- .. --- -.----
.......... 
----- ----'· I 
- -
- -
" 
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The r esults of observations as tabulated in table IV 
show that apple s wrapped in wax paper developed slightly 
less scald than those apples wrapped in ordinary apple 
wrappers . 
Brookn, Cooley and Fisher ( 6 : :p .21'7 ) who havlO! made 
more extended investigations along this line report : 
"Ordinary apple wrappers have had no effect on apple 
scald, ad paraffine wrappers but little ; but wrappers 
soaked in various mixtures of alive oil, cocoa butter , 
vase line, or beeswax have en ti rel p evented apple scald. " 
LOCA IO r IN PACKAGB Alm SCALD 
Obse va ions we re mu.de to determine w eti-1er scald 
developed to a gre~ er extent in the middle of the bo~ 
than in th outer layers. I t was f ound tha.t j ust as 
much scald developed in one part of t e box as in a othe • 
SI ZE OF FRUIT Af D SCALD . 
The apples used in this 9art of the experiments 
were sized by an apple grader, :packed in boxes according 
to th ir res::-iective sizes, end stored under si::nila.r con-
dit'ons . The development of scald on each of the differ-
ent Jrades was recorded. The data thus obtai ned indicate 
that the size of f fuit, per se, has no definite relation to 
the development of sc8ld. 
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F:-illowing is a tabulation of the records for Grim ,s 
for the pa.at fou:r aeasons of 1915 to 1910 inoluaive. un .. 
fortunately records of tho different .ra.tinga of ali£;ht, 
medium, and bad sou.ld were taka1 for only a part of thia 
period . '!'he r (>;OO rds here given a.re therefore for total 
ooald only. The ~rade as to aize is indicated by the 
number of apples pa~ box. 
Percent Total Scald 
1,.,,. ,, ,) 138 100 1 63 175 
Siz e Size Size Size t1ize 
0 
191 4-15 32 Ii' • ......... r--- 24 .0 31.6 .......... 22.6 
1915-16 :s2°F ..... .,.., .. 14.3 14 .. 6 2S.7 23.6 
1916-17 32°:F. 7 .47 ............ 6.0 
--- .. 4 . 5 
0 
1917.,.18 32 Jr. 3.0 l.5 2.b 4.0 1.5 
R If 40 
0 
lt' . 9?.4 --.... 96.9 ......... 91.l 
-~ 
It i a true tha.t in t he co.ae of Grimos, ~~ortl1v!eatcrn 
200 
S ize 
26.2 
34.8 
.. _ .. _ 
•LO 
...-.... 
G;.-cH'lli.nu;, and Uammoth :Black Twig 1 t h e records indicate a sli@lt 
difference in favor of the or'.HU.ler aiz c . but thn resul to 
are variable ;md it is beli0vcd that tlle differences ob-
served are not eie;nifica.nt of a gretl.ter auaoeptibility to 
ocald in the la.rger sizee. 
Tlle quest ion arises <:Sl to t he oxtont of the d1ffercncel;'3 
in de&ree o f' maturity between large u.nd small a:pplc o of the 
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same variety picked at the same t i me. Undoubtedly the re are 
some differences of this kind and in the cas of orthvrnstern 
Greenine especiall · the ma be s fficie1t to full acco nt 
for all the variations above r corded. 
EFFECT OF MA'l'URI TY AND DEI,AYED TO RAGE ON SCALD 
During the crowi ng season, the apple stores up food 
material consistime mainly of sta ches and acids wi t smaller 
amounts of oth r conpounds. As the frui approac1es ma urity 
and from then on until"it becom s fully ripe and the processes 
of ph siological decay begin, the starc1es a e c a ging to 
sugers 2.:d the su3a sand. aci ''s are e.;radua::hly reeking up into 
simple r compounds. It should be remembered that when the 
apple is picked from the tree it is a living unit, t1e same 
as a leaf or flower wou be, ut wi th this difference, tho.t 
it can live much longer after being separate d from t1e tree 
than can the more perishable blossoms and foliage. The object 
of storage is to fur'1ish favorable condit'ons for continuin 
t}le i e of t e apple and postponing i s final phJsiological 
breA.kdown. Low temp ratu es which a e Rt about t:ie freezing 
point are th mo s t effective in checking the rapidity oft ese 
Chee" ~es. 
The p actice of placing fruit in storEge i::n::iedin ·ely 
after picking is th refo re gene rall advised. 
I t is interesting to note in this connect· on the r su ts 
of the thoro study of c11 anges in the chemical composit i on of 
apples made b Bi:e o , Gor and Hovard (3). The heve ound 
tiat t e princi a chan ,es are as follows: 
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1 . A slight but continuous decrease in the total 
acidit ca l culated a8 malic acid . 
2. A Gradual decreas e in sucrose . 
3. A gradual increase a t first, fo llowed b a 
ate r sliGht decrease, in invert suea r and total car-
b oh drates c::..lcula d as i nvert s ugar. 
4 . The di sap earance of starch early in the 
ripeni ng p r ocess . 
The influence of ma turity an delayed storage on 
the developr1ent of scald has been studied b y severa l 
investig~·tors in the past few ye 2.rs . 
Po 1ell e.nd Fu ton ( : p. 2?-28) ve e the first to 
demonstrate ew.t when the app e crop i s picked 
befo!'c it is mature the frvit is :::nore susceptibl to 
scPl d than when it i o pi eke d at prime T"la turi ty f o har-
vesting. 
Brooks and Cooley (5: ?· 308 ) found green, imrna ure 
apples which were put into storage im.-ne i :::t te ' a fte r 
picl-::i ~ c.evelopinc; sc<"'ld 1 ter than more ma ure apples 
from the s aMe tree , u t w e the scald on th i m:-m tu re 
apples di u appe ~r, it developed more rapi l · and to a 
a r ge 1· degree. 
Ramsey, McKa.t , lfarkel , an Bird ( l : p. 4-7 ) f ound 
much less scald develo:r,iing on A.::pplcs stor d irnraE.'r:iat ly 
tha on those de ed f or two weeks after ::iickinr:_.:; befor-3 
storin~. I t is iDferre tha t the fruit was ,1cke d at 
the corfll"1.ercial })ic.dng; season for the v,,ri t . They e. so 
found that iminaturel · picked a:pp es deve ope nore sco.ld 
th~n ~a ure fruits. 
Greene (7), at thi~ Ex erir.ient ta.tinn on Sept l.ber 29, 
1913, }'licked and packe two simila lots of somew At im.m::ituro 
Grimes n:;Yples. One lot was placed immedi<'tely in cold 
sto!'ae;e at 32°F. and the other held in the packing shed at 
th stnte E:A.--periment Orear . October 29, one :r.ionth ater, 
the apples which h<'d been helcl at the packinG shed were placed 
in cold storage. Examination made Ap i_ 14, 1914, showed 
that the apples which were held at the orchard fo one nonth 
before sto ing had noticeabl;>< much 1 ss scald t an t o e 
whi ch wee sto ed im.neC.int ly after picking. It is evident 
tha they had an oppo rtuni t to advance much mo re rapidly 
in maturity during tha period than did the corres11ondin~ 
lot of frui which was put i::nT'ledi:-i ely into cold storage. 
As will be shown later the results would have been 
differe:rJt had both lots of the apples been properly matured 
on the tree before picking nnd sto ing. 
A stud of the beha.vion of Mammoth Black Twig, vnich 
seldom if ever reach p ime development under Iowa conditions, 
reve~ln t e fact tha· this va iet as gro· n in this State 
scalds ~ore or less severely under all storage conditions. 
It is })robable that fu t:!:-1er study would show this sa e c n-
c:ition to le cha acteri sti c of ce tain other varieties grown in 
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I oYa whic are not as well adapted to I ow'1 co ndi tions as 
to tho s e f ound f urt' er s uth. 
I owa gro m Mammoth :S l a ck Tirig scald a most as ba l y 
at 32°F. as at 4QO F ., ( See tab le I) . The are a l way s mo re 
or ss irmrta ur8 at picving time even tho they r' h a ve 
been pi c ke d l a te in the s es.son as comr" er- with other 
vo ieties in the sa~e orchard. I t is evident, threfo r e . th~ 
when I o ·a srown !am:noth :S l a ck wig are c ld store wi t out 
delay after pi cking , they must n e cessarily go in o sto r age 
somewha t immattil:rre. 
During 1916, 53 p rcent of t e Mammo th :B lack Twig 
a>Jples sto ed at 32° F. v:ere b8.dl sc::>lded, w i 1 app les 
f r m the same lot sto r ed at 40° F . h a d onl 3.8 p e rcen t of 
bad sc.:ld . I t sloul dbe not a t . a a tho a le.. ge a. o .mt of 
the apple s at 40° F. \ , E. re sta t i ns to scald b Me.re' 22 , the 
SCPld had not et deve 0 ed t o a • .; c ns .L de rabl e degree . 
Note that wi th t h e crop s o f 19l'Z and .9 8, owever, differe. t 
res ts were obt~·n d, for more scald develop d at 40°F. 
t an at 32°F . This shows that varia e res l t s ar t o be 
exp cted in co ld storing I o a grown ~!a::"1~oth :B lac ( Twi G in 
oifferent seasons becau se of t e di ff ere nce in th degree of 
matu ity oft e frllit at picking t i me . A po s sihle exp l anation 
is t ... . a t the enz:·:matic act · on, which occurs in the r i pe.1ing 
process of h e app e i s not reta ded as much at 400F. as it is 
at 32°1=". T~1c 2pples in a temperature of 40°F . have an op:9or-
tunity to attain grea er maturit', and conae uentl; if the y 
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happ n to be i mma·u r , scal d ss , even t "'ioush the t emp e returc 
of 40 ° F . is cene rc..11 re-;" r e' ed a:; ::no r e:: -:- ~ -r re. bl e to s c 2ld. 
eve o:p ~ent . 
c u. 1eve1oprnent is c osely c r····elated with the f actors 
o f maturity anC. l e nct1., of i f P. of apples i n !'.! t orcir;e as is s ow1 
i n t .1. e c::i.s c of t..'1.e G ~ci.mes . On J anuary 918, al l t~e Grims 
s t ore d a t 32°F. contained only 2.8 p e rcent badly sca l ded apple s , 
,ractica ll unhurt from the marketable standpoint, yet on 
February 6, 1918, one month l a ter thi s s ame lot of apple s under 
a t emperature of 3i2°F . co n t a ined 33 perce n t of b ad l y scc.l ded 
e.pple s . 
Ordinarily the co rilt-nercia l col d s to r age period of the 
Grimes sh ould not b E> exte nde d late r t h an J anuary. 'Jhen held 
l a ter than t h is sca ld deve l op s mor e r apidly, and generally 
spuaki.nt;, the apple " also t end to brc~ k down mort· u i ckly when 
removed from storage. Owing t o such facts it ha s become the 
establi she d cus to m of the t r ade n ot to aandle c erta in vari e ties 
be J ond a certain sea son. For example, Fameuse, Grimes, Jo na t han , 
a nd Vlinesap each have their particular s eas on with the trade, 
ri nd dealers in c e nera l do not ca re to liandle them out of their 
tra d e seaso n , even tho it is possible to hold them long er in 
storage in apparently good condition. 
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A stud - of i mmedi <. te and dela red s torage as related 
to t h e dev elopment of scald was made wi th Sheri ff and :Mammoth 
Black Twig apples in three different years . Three p d: c kings 
1ere made durinG the harvesting season; t he fir st about two 
weel(S before the normal p i c ki ng sea s on for the v c..riety; the 
seconcl. at t he normal p i ckinc; sec. s on; a nd t he t hird about t wo 
we eks af t er the second. In e ach case t he apples were packe d 
i rrrJc di a tely after p icking, an d one-ha l:f: of them were left in 
the :packi :-1e; shed for a p eriod of fro m t v10 to f our weeks after 
which they were :put into co l d storage. The other half were 
placed in cold storage immediately. 
The r egul a r examination for scald in thi s test was made 
ench season in March . Later in the season all the se varietie s 
start to s c ald so badly in storage that they deteriorate 
qu i c kly in v a lue. 
Mannnoth Black Twi g ap p le s do no t reach proper maturity 
for picking till very late in the picking season; Sheriff 
i n int erme di at e between Jonathan and Mar:1mo th Black Twig in 
it s picking seas on. Afte r Octo ber 10 under southwwstern 
Iowa conditions t he re is danger of bad free zes ; in fact, 
during the f nll of 1917, the temperature dropped to 24°F. on 
0 October 12 and to 21 F. on Octob er 19. To avo id dang er of 
freezing, these l ater ma turing variet:iies must o f necessity ·b e 
p icked whil e sti ll somewhat i mmature . When packed and stored 
at once, it has been obs e rve d t hat they scald quite badly in 
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storacc~ . Vfuen the fruit is allowed to stand in the higher 
temperatures of the packing shed for several weeks before 
going in~o cold stora ge , it rapidl matures and as a result 
scalds less than when _put immedi a tel in cold storage in an 
immature condition. 
Following is a tGbulation of results of the observa-
tions on Sheri ff and Mammoth Black Twig with the crops of 
1913, 1914, and 1916. As previous1 stated part of the 
fruit was cold stored immedi 9. tely and part was delayed from 
two to four weeks before going into cold storae;e. 
The oold. storage was e.t a uniform temperature of 32.°F. 
Sheriff Delayed Storage. 
Note in t nb le VI tha t during 1916, 43 percent of the 
Sheriff apples 21icY.ed early and stored i nmiedi a tel ' in cold 
storage Ht a t emp erature of 32°F. had scalded badly b March , 
whereas a similar lot of apples picked at the same ti me, but 
held at the packing shed for a pe ri od of four weeks at a 
ternperature of 70° to 80°J:t'. ilefore cold storing had in the 
same period developed onl· 6.15 percent of bad scald. The 
apples held at the packing shed in the higher t emps ra ihure 
had an op:)o rtuni ty to ca rry on the process o f respiration with 
gre~ . ter r ap idity and e;ain a .::;reater degree of naturity than 
those held at the same time in a temperature of 32°F . 
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~ith two lot s of Sheriff apple ~ picked at the 
normal pickin~: season, one lot cold stored i mmedia tely, 
and the other held at the packing shed ofor four weeks 
---
and then put into cold storage, the records show 
(table VI) that no bad sca ld developed ont the apples 
stored i riunecli e tely, whereas 24.6 percent of bad scStld 
develo1)eci. on those apples held at the packing shed for 
four weeks before storing. It is evident that since 
these apples a t the normal pickin,_; season ha d attained 
the proper maturit f or stori ng, the dela ed storacc 
lot became over-mature before going into cold storage . 
. As a consequence they deve lope d sca ld to a g re ~ ~ ter de-
gree in cold storage than did those which ·were picked 
and cold stored immedi e. teJy. This a:-.:;ain clearly 
demonstrates that there is a proper stage of maturity 
which apples must attain before be in:_; stored. at low 
tempera ture s if they develop ment of scald in cold storage 
is to be successfully reta rded. 
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TABLE VI. EFFECT OF DATE OF PICKHTG AND DELAYED STORAGE ON SCALD. 
SHERI FF . Percent of Total Scald 
Picking Season 
Early Normal 
Year Im.* Del.* Im. Del. Im. 
-
1913-14 97.0 72.0 71.0 43.8 49.4 
191 4-15 75.6 10.8 25.0 3.3 
----
1916-17 77.1 31.8 16.7 63.2 10.0 
SHERIFF. Percent of Bad Scald. 
1916:-;J 43.0 f 6.15 [ o.o ~ r 24.6 J: o.o I 
M:AM11:0TH BLACK TWIG. Pere ent of Total Sc al6. 
--
·• 
1913-14 44.2 44 . 6 41.3 13.8 10.4 
1914-15 100.0 84.0 87 .o 95 .o 24.0 
1916-17 98. 7 98.2 97.3 99.C .-----. 
MAMMOTH BLACK T~ IG. Percent of Bad Scal d 
1916-l 7 I 77 .5 1 73.0 l 58.0 
*Abbreviations , Im., immediately stored . 
*Del., delayed before storing. 
Late 
Del. 
59 .1 
10.0 
----
2.2 
----
----
l . 
-
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Sheriff apples whi ch were sto red in the f e ll of 1917 
a ll showed a :c1i £;her degree of color a nd mR turity tha n tho se 
of t 11e !Jreceding three seasons. At the Februa ry Exarnination 
n o s cald had developed on the seventeen boxes of Sheri ff stored 
at 32°F. and on April 2.3, 1918, an averacc of only 6.91 percent 
of sce. ld, ,,rhile from 40 to 70 percent had developed during the 
corresponding periods in the seasons of 1915-16 and 1916-17. 
Sheriff windf2.l l s withou t bruise s We:!?e s tored on October 
13, 1913, as an additional t es t. Thes e app les developed the 
leas t amount of s cald of any lot that yea r. Windfa lls would 
naturally be mature, for late in the g rowing se a son when an 
app le drops on the ground it continues its life process of 
re spirat i on , and cons equent change in carbohydrate com1)osi ti on 
from starches to s ugara, and becomes mQture and ripe. These 
windfa lls d eveloped onl 17 .8 percent of scald b Me rch 3 , 
wherea s Sheriff apples pfilcked and s tored October 13, 1913, h ad 
developed 49 perce n t of sc8 ld. 
Winesap . Delayed Storage . 
'V/i nesap apples pi eked September 23 , 1914, two wee ks before 
the normal p i c king season a nd stored imme d.i 2. tely at 33°F. showed 
more scald b April 12 than those p icked a week late r. Th is 
h eld t rue for both wr apped and unwrapped apples. Dela i ng the 
st ora._~e a month reduced the a.moun:e of sc a ld from 5 to 20 :Pe r-
cent. 
Grimes. Delayed Storage. 
Examination of the apples held in the packing shed for a 
period. of from two to four weeks after picking before placing 
them in storage, following the · same plan as carried on w1 th the 
delayed storage of Sheriff and Jlammoth Black Twig as previously 
described, showed that the solid green color which was normal at 
picking time had turned a yellowish green indicating ripening of 
the fJ:Uit. Plate X shows a photograph of Grimes of immediate and 
one of delayed atoragertaken January 10, 1918. These specimens are 
fairly tJtpical of the fruit used in this investigation. The apples 
delayed at the packing shed before storing; (A) typical of this lot, 
is practically free from scald and of a nice yellow color, while 
the apples stored immediately after picking; (B) typical of this 
lot, is greener and has started to scald slightly over part of the 
surface. The greener apples ar~usually immature and prove more 
susceptible to scald. 
General Discussion of Results with Delayed Storage. 
A study of the foregoing results and a consideration of the 
other investigations noted lead to the conclusion that the fruit 
should., if possible, reach proper maturity for cold storage before 
being picked and then be put immediately into cold storage. 
Under Iowa conditions it is impracticable to let the latest 
winter apples remain on trees in the fall as long as the above 
results suggest. 
/ 
"'· 
' aL·• \ ,, .~ ... 
PLATE X 
With Sheriff and Kamnoth Black '?Wig as much color should be 
allowed to develop as possible before picking. Red color does not 
develop on apples after picking. The factor which changes the tone 
of the red color is the change of the undertone green color to 
yellow on certain portions of apple. 
As far as studied delayed storage is most important with var-
ieties such as Grimes, Sheriff, and Mammoth Black Twig. The fact 
that these varieties drop badly when allowed to mature on the trees, 
makes delayed storage practical. No date can be set for the pi eking 
tL Grimes. The common practice is to pick this variety just before 
it starts dropping and store in open containers in the packing shed 
for a week or so before packing, thus allowing the apples to become 
mature. The grower is usually capable of judging when the fruit 
has obtained its best size. At this time, the green on the side 
of the apple exposed to the sun has just commenced to shade into a 
·pale yellow on a few specimens. The fruit should then ge picked 
as quickly as possible and allowed to stand in the packing house 
just long enough to get the change of color from green to yellow. 
It is advisable to pack the apples in barrels or boxes immediately 
after picking as fruit allowed to remain in crates soon becomes 
dusty. The grower must be guided largely by experience in putting 
this delayed storage method into practice. There is danger that 
the apples may become over-mature, a condition which makes the fruit 
quite susceptible to scald and also shortens its life in storage. 
From a study of the foregoing results and a consideration o! 
other investigations noted it is evident that the state of maturity 
of the fruit is a factor of prime consideration in the cold storage 
of apples. 
Loolclng at the question from the standpoint of putting the 
fruit into cold storage at about 32°F. and holding it there the 
experiments here reported together With a consideration of the 
investigations of others and the observation of the trade, lead 
clearly to the conclusion that whatever the variety of apples under 
consideration, it is tn best condition for cold storage when it has 
reached prime maturity for picking, that is to say when it is well 
colored and hard ripe, neither immature nor over-mature. 
In commercial practice, it may be found necessary to harvest 
the crop when the fruit is still more or less immature. This may 
be the case with varieties like Grimes, which are apt to show a 
high percentage of drops if the fruit is left on the tree until it 
is in prime condition for storage~ It may also occur with varieties 
like Mammoth Black Twig in which the fvrhit under Iowa conditions 
seldom, if ever, reaches prime coloe:: and prime maturity for picking 
before cold weather set in, and must be pi cked whi l e still somewhat 
immature in order to save the crop. 
W!Uln t he conditions are such that the fruit must be harvested 
before it has reached prime condition for picking it has been found 
beneficial to delay putting it into cold storage, and ho~d it in 
warmer temperatures until it has attained more nearly an optimum 
degree of maturity for cold storage. It is evident that no hard 
and fast rule can be laid down as to how long such fruit should be 
delayed in warmer temperatures before going into cold storage. It 
would depend upon the condition of the fruit when picked. That would 
vary with the same variety in different seasons and in the same season 
under different conditions found in differentlocalities. 
EFFECT OF METIDDS OF STORAGE ON SCALD. 
During 1913, it was noticed that Mammoth Black Twig picked 
October 2n, somewhat immature and stored immediately showed a decided 
tendency to scald in cold storage, whereas thie same variety stored 
by several. growers of the vicinity in their common cellar storage 
houses aad developed only a slight amount of scald by late Winter. 
This raised the question whether it is better to store Mammoth Black 
Twig in cellar storage than in cold storage. 
Accordingly during the five seasons of 1914-18 a comparative 
study was made of cold storage and common storage with similar lots 
of Manmoth Black Twig and also with Sheriff. For two seaso~ the 
method of putting the apples into cold storage for six weelas during 
the warm fall weather and then after settled cold weather set in, 
placing them for the remainder of the season in common storage under 
temperatures approximating those of cold storage has been compared 
with the methods of continuous cold storage and continuoue common 
storage thruout the season. The data as presented in talbe VII 
show results with from four to six boxes each in cold and in common 
storage as compared with results from two boxes stored first in cold 
storage for six weeks and then placed in common storage for the 
remainder of the season as previously stated. 
The cellar storage temperatures fluctua.ted between 45°F. and 
52°F. for October and November, ranged about 35°F to 40°F. till the 
ftrst of March, and then averaged around 45°F. toward the last of 
the aeason. The cold storage was held constantly at 32°F. thruout 
the season. 
The folloWing table gives the results until Karch of each 
season. 
"" A13I.R VI I • ..!JF.li'EC 'l' OF rrr1~J' lI01lJ OF G'!'OHAGE on GCALD. 
Sheriff :ra.mmo th Black Twi g 
]?ercent of Total Scald Percent of Tot u.l Scald 
= '. 
Cold () ' , eek s Cold 1· .,) WeekB 
stor a ge Col d StorriGe Cold 
·rc 2 o!t, Gt o rage 02°1!' . St u r a{Se 
.;; "" . 
---- ----
Common c ommon Com11on Common 
nto r- ge :.>toru.i.;e Gt orage Storage 
. 
1913-14 '12 . 5 ... .,..._., 82 . i~6 .• 7 
-- .. -
2 0 #) G .• ~ 
~ 
1914-lb ......... .... ...... 
----
82 . 3 --- ... 83 . u 
1 91 .) •16 t;? . t.:; ........ -
--.. - m> . O ---- 3? . 3 
1 91 6 -1 7 49 . 9 7 6 , .. 4 84 . ? 9 8 . 5 96.7 95 . ;~ 
19l '? -H3 10 .0 39. 0 1 6 . 8 ? ~') . 9 8 7 . 0 93 . 0 
-
Th e 1heriff apples in every sea.s on scalded the mo st under 
common s tora.00 cond itiom1. ·rhe ~.(amrnoth n l a.ck 'l'W ic; were variable , 
sc ul d in e more in c old storage one so~s on and mor e i n o ommon 
at orac_; t he n ext . Apples stor ed six week s in cold storage be-
f ore bein g plaoed in common stor age developed an interr.!'l ed i a.te 
wnount o f oo a l d more t han in cold storage a.nu leas t h a n or a.a 
muc h a.a in co, 111on stora ge . 
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Results with Grimes and Mammoth Black Twig, 1917-18. 
In 1917·18 six boxes of Grimes and three boxes of Mammoth 
Black Twig apples were placed in common storage houses at the 
orchards of w. s. Keeline, Council Bluffs, W. P. Campbell, Wood-
bine, c. H. Deur, :Missouri Valley, and with Supt. J4axE. Witte, 
M. D. at the State Hospital, Clarinda, IolB. The temperatures of 
these houses were recorded on thermographs. The temperatures were 
fairly uniform in ali of them, running between 40°F. and 50°F up 
to January and between 32°F. and 40°F. from January to March. In 
all ca.se s mo re scald developed on these than on similar lo ts of 
apples stored in cold storage at 32°F. 
During the fall it i s difficult to cool down the common 
storage house as early as desirable before placld.ng fruit in 
storage. Our object in storing apples six weeks in cold storage. 
and then removing them to common storage, was to dettrmine whether 
a pre~ooling of the fruit for six weeks before placing it in common 
storage, would have a beneficial effect on the control of scald. 
our experiments indicate that this practice of storing the fruit 
in cold storage for six weeks preliminary to storing in common 
storage, has no advantage over storing fruit directly in common 
storage. 
The results of these investigations indicate th•t observa-
tions made in the season of 1913-14 in which Mammoth Black 
Twig apples scalded quite badly in cold storage, yet kept 
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without scalding in common storage, did not hold true in the 
following seasons. Our later work has shown that- the maturity 
of the fruit stored has a decided influence upon the app•arance 
of scald. It is possible that the difference in maturity of the 
apples observed in the season 1913-14 would account for the better 
keeping quality displayed by the apples in common storage than 
sea son, since immature apples have an opportunity to become more 
mature when placed in the higher temperatures of the common storages, 
and consequently scald less than similar apples in cold storage. 
In all of the work Mammoth Black Twig has developed a large 
amount of scald under all storage conditions by the last of Karch. 
Thie is a late keeping variety and with exception of scalding it 
stands up well under all storage conditions. However, because it 
scalds readily, it is advisable to sell it earlier in the Winter 
instead of holding until early spring. 
The results of this work indicate that Sheri ff and Mammoth 
Black Twig can be stored with only fair success in common storage 
hoaaea. While in general well ventilated caves or houses th.it 
are kept moist so that the fruit is not liable to shrink may give 
quit& satisfactory results for the s:mall grower, for the large commer-
cial growers cold storage is unhesitatingly recommended. 
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THE RATE OF COOLING APPLES IN COLD STORAGE. 
In making a study of the successful shipment of fruit under 
refrigeration the rate of cooling of the different fruits is a 
factor of special interest. 
Powell (9) in 1905 investigated the precooling of fruit for 
transportation. The fruit was loaded into a refrigeration car and 
then by the use of fans a forced draft ~f air at a temperature of 
32°F was blown from a cold storage house thru the car, and back 
again to the house. Altho a powerful air current was used, it 
required from thrity to fifty hours to cool the fruit in the center 
of the package to 400f. 
It takes a long time to precool a carload of fruit tho roly. 
The temperatureof the fruit, the temperature of the surrounding 
air, the rapidity of circulation of the air around the packages 
and the character of the packages and their contents are important 
factors. The air around the fruit may be cooled quickly, but the 
package and its contents give up thei r heat slowly. Under the most 
favorable conditions in a cold storage warehouse the fruit in the 
center of a tight bar el of Bartlett pea rs stored at a constant 
temperature of 32°F • . may not cool to that temperature within four to 
seven days if the frui t is about so°F. when picked, while similar 
fruit in a twenty pound box or in a slat bushel crate may reach 
32°F. in from tw~lve to twenty-four hours. 
A fruit wrapper retards the cooling. There may be a 
diffem-ence of 10° in temperature of the fruit at the end of 
one day between a 40 pound box of unwrat'ped::' f ·ruit and a 40 pound 
box of wrapped fruit. 
Beach . and Eustace (2) studied the rate of cooling air and 
frliit in different styles of packages in cold storage warehouses. 
They found that for fruit stored in a storage room held at 34°F. 
it took thirty-two hours longer to reduce the temperature of 
paper wrapped fruit in the center of a slat crate from ao0 to 36°F. 
than it did to reduce similar unwrapped fruit from 78.6°F to 35°F. 
In the center of a standard box it took twelve hours longer to 
reduce the temperature of the paper wrapped apples from 79°F. to 
3 6°F. than it did to reduce similar unwrapped apples from 77. 5°F. 
to 35°F. d.:kdxu.xxamce eimi lar unwrapped apples from 7? .5° 
There was less difference With the fruit in barrels. At the 
end of 74 hours the unwrapped fruit in barrels dropped to 38.50 F. 
while similar wrapped fruit dropp;ed to 43°F. 
The unwrapped fruit in slat crate dropped to 35°F. in 34 
hours, and in a . bushel box in 58 hours, while the wrapped fruit in 
slat caate dropped to 3G°F. in 66 hours, and in a bushel box in 
70 hours. 
Fluctu~tion of Temperature of Fruit Sto re d in Pae)cages. 
When apples packed in either boxes or barrels are placed in 
cold storage their temperature is eventually reduc~~i. utttil it 
approaches that of the storage room. If the temperature 
of the room fluctuates, the tempera .. ure of the apples inside the 
packages naturally tends to , fluctuate also, but to a lesser degree. 
Further work as undertaken by Greene at thio Station with 
the crop of 1915 for the purpose of getting additional data as 
to how long it takes for apples in the center of box or barre) 
in cold storage to reach room temperature, but more particularly 
to ssudy fluctuating in the temperature of the fruit inside of 
boxes or barrels following fluctuating in storage rQom tempera-
tures; observations were also made on _ the effect of wrapping the 
fruit on the amount and rapidity of changes in its temperature. 
Northwestern Greening was selected for these experiments. 
The fruit was picked and packed at the normal harvest season for 
the variety and immediately stored at 32°F. Later the fruit was 
brought tnto a warm room, unpacked and held there until its tem-
perature reached ?0°F. It was then repacked in boxes and barrels, 
each having the tube of a metal resistance thennograph placed 
in the center of the package. The apples in oer&ain boxes were 
wrapped with ordinary apple wraps; all other f'uit went into the 
package unwrapped. The f ru.i t was then re tu med to cold storage 
under a temperature averaging about 32°F. but which actually 
fluctuated between 28oF. and 36°F. 
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Temperatures. Wrapped Box Apples and Unwrapped Barrel Apples. 
As would be expected the temperature of the barreled fruit 
did not drop quite as fast as that of the boxed fruit. The curve 
of the range of temperatures of the varreled fruit. however. fol-
lowed quite closely the temperature curve of the boxed fruit. 
especially after the first 70 hours. (See plate XIV) It should 
be born in mind that the records taken were for temperatures at 
the center of these packages. and that the fruit towards the out-
side approximated storage toom temperatures sooner than did the 
fruit in the middle of the paO:kage~ 
In a storage room approximating 32°F. it took 30 hours for 
the temperature in the center of the box to drop from 70°F.to 
40°F •• while it required an additional 130 hours to reduce the 
temperature in the center of the box to 34°F. In other words 
under the conditions stated the temperature in the box dropped 
30 degrees during the fi .rst 30 hours while in the next 130 hours 
it dropped but 6 degrees lower. 
Temperatures. Wrapped and Unwrapped Box Apples. 
A comparison of the changes in temperature of wrapped 
fruit With that of unwrapped fruit. wach packed in standard apple 
boxes. shows that the unwrapped apples ~t first approemhed 
room temperature more quickly than did the wrapped apples. but 
/ 
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when both had dropped as low as 3?°F. the temperature of the 
wrapped apples continued to fall while that of the unwrapped fruit 
remained practically stationary. The curve of these temperatures 
is shown in plate XV. 
As previously mentioned it appears that enclosing the apples 
in wrappers has a tendency to prevent the air n.ext to the fruit 
from following the fluctuations in the room temperatures. Under 
the conditions of this experiment it actually caused the continued 
lowering of the temperature of the fruit itself , while the unwJrapped 
fruit remained alaost stationary in temperature:. 
Thie experiment was later varied by int:t!educing very great 
fluctuations in the room temperatures as shown by the curves in 
plate XIII. After the fruit had been stored about 110 hours, the 
room temperature was suddenly raised above 65°F., then suddenly 
dropped below 35°F., then again raised above 6 5°F., and then again 
dropped below 35°F., then again raised above 60°F. The sudden 
rise in room ~emperature was followed by a rise in the temperatures 
of both the wrapped and the unwrapped fruit, the unwrapped respond-
ing much more readily to the change than did the wrapped fruit. 
When the temperature of the room was suddenly lowered, the rise 
in teq>eratures of the fruit was soon checked and then lowered. 
Under continued great fluctuations in room temperatures, it was 
, , 
shown that the unwrapped apples followed the changes in temperature 
sooner and to a greater degree than did the wrapped apples. 
• 
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These tests show that enclosing the fruit in wrapa ·results 
in noticeably neutralizing the effect on the temperature of the 
fruit of sudden fluctuations in the storage room temperatu,. .. s. 
Vn1'.rapped Box and Barrel Fruit Compared. 
Another investigation was made comparing the changes in 
temperature at the centers of unwrapped box and unwrapped barrel 
apples. The temperature of the room in which the apples were 
stored was fluctuated eveey five or 'ten hours for '10 hours with 
the npmber of degrees of change ranging from 28i to 46, without 
affecting the temperature at the inside of the baxrel or box of 
apples. (see plate XVI) • The temperature of the barrel held 
at 36°F. and the box at S5°F. thruout the period of fluctuating 
temperature of the . room was lowered 50 degrees to 5°F. for one 
hour and then gradually rose to 14°F. during the next four hours, 
The temperature at the center of the barrel dropped to 340F. a 
lowering of 2°, and the temperatureof the box dropped to 330F., 
a lowering of 2°. The temperature of the room was then raised to 
77°F. in two hours. The temperature at the center of the barrel 
immediately jumped up to 35°F., a one degree rise 1 n tempera. ture, 
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but the box continued to go down another degree during the first 
hour until it reached 32oF. ~nd was not affected by the rise in 
room temperature until the second hour when it again rose to 33°F. 
During the next 20 hours, thf To·o,~ temperature was dropped. 
to 62°F. for a few hours then raised to 7?°F. again. The fruit 
in the box continued a steady rise in temperature from 33°F until 
it reached 46oF. whereas the fruit in the barrel dropped down a 
2 0 d degree when the temperature of the room was dropped to 6 F., an 
rose to 45°F. when the room was raised to 77°F. 
From these tests it appeaes that extreme changes of ten or 
fifteen degrees in room ten;>erature for a short time do not 
change the temperature at the center of a package of fruit. 
While extreme changes of from 30 to 40 degrees for a short 
time. effect the temperature of the fruit but slightly, if thej 
are continued over five or six hours, undoubtedly they would 
cause considerable change in the temperature of the t .X·µi t. 
General Discussion of Tests With Fluctuating Temperatures. 
our investigations and the experiments of others show 
clearly that these are among the conditions which are essential 
in order to successfully store fruit. 
l. Apples keep best at a temperature of 32°F. 
2. After picking from the tree apples ripen rapidly 
unless stored at a low temperature in cold storage. Thus, 
when the fruit is ready for storage, it should be cooled to 
32°F. as quickly as possible. 
3. A low initial temperature of the storage room when 
the f"Druit is first placed in cold storage is necessary if the 
fruit is to be cooled to 32°F at once. 
4. Avoid high temperature becau·se it hastens ripening 
and consequently shortens the life of the apple in cold storage. 
During the harvesting season there are details which are 
quite in:portant. One of these is the disposition of the fruit 
after pi eking. Pi eked apples should not be expesed to the sun 
ei the r in the orchard or in the paoki ng shed as they absorb 
considerable hea.t. A study of the time and temperature required 
to cool the apples when first placed in cold storage delOOnstratea 
that apples which have abao.rbed heat during the day do not cool 
off readily at night even tho the nights are comparativel~ cool. 
The following conclusions can be drawn from this study: 
l. It required 30 to 60 hours to reduce the temperature of 
fruit in the center of a box or barrel from a packing temperature 
around 700F down to 35°F. 
2. The temperature of apples in boxes will be reduced 
sooner than that of apples in. barrels. 
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3. Unwrapped apples packed in boxes are mo re quickly 
affected by changes in storage temperature than similar wrapped 
apples. 
4. Small changes in room temperatures do not materi•ll.7 
change the temperature of fruit in the package. particularly 
of wrapped fruit. 
5. Sudden extreme changes for a few hours in temperature 
of the storage room do not maiorlally change the temperature 
of the stored fruit, particularly of wrapped fruit. 
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(2) . Control of certain apple rots which arQ 
liable to deve.op in storage. 
Other diseases than aP,ple scald are often found on stored 
apples. The losses which they cause to growers, dealers and consumers 
may become very serious, especially towards the latt er part of the 
storage season. · It is now known that much of this loss may be elimin-
ated by right methods of harvesting, packing, handling and storing 
the fruit. This knowledge is based upon the work of various scienti-
fic experiments and is backed by the results of practical experience. 
Excellent opportunities have been afforded during the 
course of the cold storage investi gations reported in the preceding 
pages of this bulletin, to obs erve the appearance and development 
of various kinds of apple rots on the large amounts of fruit under 
experiment from year to year. Advantage wa s taken of these oppor-
tunities. Following are brief notes on these observations. 
a. ALTERNARIA ROT FOLLOWING SCALD. 
During the season of 1917-18, a black fungo~s growth 
developed on the badly scalded portions of different varieties of 
apples. Numerous plate cultures of this fungus developed in practi-
cally every case an Alternaria rot, (See plate XI• ). This fungus 
was noticed on Grimes, Northwestern Greening, Pewaukee, Sheriff, a.nd 
Mammoth Black Twig. '- In evecy case it was found to follow scald. 
One box of Grimes, 175 si ze, were wrapped and stored 
October 6, 191?, in a room where the tempera t ure was fluctuated be-
twwen 32° F. and 40°F. An examination March 28, 1918, showed 47 
apples, or 26.8 percent of the box, infected with this Alternaria 
rot. A box of 150 Sheriff which had been stored at 400F. showed 
when examined june 1, 1918, nearly 60 percent of the box infected 
with this trouble. 
ALTERNARI A leq~ ON NORTHWESTERN GREENING 
/ 
DRY BROWN SPOT. 
PLATE XI ~ 
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Grimes, Sheriff and Mammoth Black Twig apples stored at 
32°F. and 40°F. were selected for further investigation. Equal lots 
of each variety were examined and a record made of the number of 
apples affected with Alternaria rot :under each of the two temperatures. 
This is shown in the following tabulation: 
TABLE VIII. EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON ALTERNARIA ROT. 
Variety Examined 
Grimes 
Sheriff 
Mammoth Black Twig 
Date 
Feb. 12 
Apr. 23 
Apr. 30 
8.2% rotted 
2.2 
Few 
.51 
.49 
None 
These test s indicate that the ten1perature at which apples 
are held in storage is one of the most important factors in the 
development o~ rots. So far as they go they are in harmony with the 
results of Brooks and Cooley (4) who found that the fungous rot, 
Pencillium expansum, made very little growth at ooc. (32°F.) 
and a maximum growth at 20°c. (68°F.). A higher temperature than 
this checked its growth. 
Altho the Alternaria rot developed quite extensively after 
the first of February on Northwestern Greening, and after the first 
of March on Sheriff, very little of it was noticed during the normal 
storage period for these varieties. 
The f act that apples which show scald are mo2e susceptib+e 
to the attack of rots than is the perfectly sound fruit exphaaizea 
the great importance of keeping apples from developing scald. Recom-
mentations as to how this may best be done have already been set 
forth under the 4iscussion of apple scald. 
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b. RELATION OF SIZE OF APPLES TO SUSCEPTIBILITY TO ROT. 
The largest apples of some varieties, especially North-
western Greening, are not especially good keepers. For one reason, 
they have a tendency to check around the lenticles, basin or cavity 
thus affording excellent resting places for rot spores and an entrance 
for their germination tubes into the fruit. 
A comparison of Plate XII showing the smaller size, with 
Plate XIII which shows the larger size, well il+ustrats the influence 
of size on the keeping quality of Northwestern Greening apples. It 
shows how much better the smaller sizes keep than <to the very large 
grades. 
The apples her~ shown were picked and packed, September 
18, 1914, and stored September 24, 1914. They were held in cold 
storage at a temperature of 32°F. until February 16, 1915, and then 
removed to cellar storage until February 26, when they were examined 
and photographed. Thw whole of each box was photographed, gut only 
a portion of each photo is repDoduced beaause it was feared that 
reducing the whole original photo to bulletin page size would make 
the apples appear too small to effectively show the differ ence in 
the condition of the fruit. 
Notice how free from decay are the small apples whonn in 
Plate XII and how much injury has been done by the Alternaris rot 
on the large apples which are shown in Plate XIII. It is evident 
that where different grades as to size are stored, selling the 
largest apples first will help to overcome loss of this kind. 
c. AN UNIDENTIFIED BROWN DRY-1!Q! 
-nie author has had under observation in these investiga-
, / 
PLATE Er 'YI! 
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tions as unidentified dry brown rot which as far as he has been 
able to learn has not hitherto been described. It hasappeared on 
both Jonathan and Northwewtern Greening, developing sunken areas 
as shown in the accompanying illustraton. (See Plate XI}. These 
areas are of varying size and outline. The skin becomes brown of a 
clear color varying from a medium to a rather light tone. The skin 
remains unbroken. The flesh beneath becomes dry and brown, or brownish, 
to a depth of from one-eighth to one-fourth inch. All attempts of the 
author to isolate a causal parasitic or sapraphytic organism from the 
affected tissue have thus far failed. 
This rot was called to the attention of Dr. I. E. Melhus , 
Chief, of the Plant Pa'thology Section and he was supplied with 
material for identification of the trouble. Thus far it has not 
been identified. 
It is a trouble concerning which inquiry is being made by 
those who are interested in handling apples in storage. The writer 
is unable to suggewt what conditions bring it on, nor can he indicate 
at present any method by which it may be avoided. 
d. SOFT RQl 
The most common, and generally the most destructive, rots 
found on apples in storage are soft rota caused by species of blue 
mold (Penicillium). These are saprophytic fungi. Generally they 
gain entrance into the apple thru some break in the skin. They are 
distinguished from other rots by the -i.masses of blue-green spore 
bodies which they develop in the rotting ~issue. 
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e. SUMMARY OF METHODS OF DISEASE CONTROL 
The losses in storage from apple rots may be practically 
eliminated by methods which we would briefly summarize as follows: 
1. · Prevention of attacks of codling meth and other 
insects, and of apple scab and other diseases in the orchard. 
This may be accomplished by proper spraying. 
2. Care in harvesting the apples and in handling them when 
grading and packing. 
Avoid not only bruises, but even the slightest skin breaks 
or punctures. Avoid pulling out the stan and thereby leaving an open-
ing through which disease may enter the fruit. 
3. Grade with care all fruit which is to go into storage. 
Too much emphasis cannot be laid upon the importance of 
this point. Worm holes, mechanigal breaking of the skin, apple scab, 
scald and other diseases, these all open the way for the entrance of 
fruit destroying organisms. 
Store only fruit that has a perfectly sound skin. 
4. Keep the fruit itself at a constant low temperature. 
Experience will show to what extent the room tempe~ature 
may fluctuate without affecting the temperature of the fruit itself. 
5. Remove fruit from storage before the storage season 
for thatparticular variety naturally closes. 
It is recognized that the length of this period varies 
somewhat with the same variety in different seasons and according 
to the locality or region in which the fruit has been grown. 
SUMMARY 
1. ,TeJPPerature is an important factor in the control of 
apple scald and the various rots which develop on fruit in 
storage. In our investigati one a storage temperature not 
higher than 32°F. has given the most satisfactory results in 
the control of these troubles. 
2. Apple scald develops less in a relative humidity of 
from oO to 70 percent, than in one of from 80 to 90 percent. 
3. The degree of humidity bears some relation to the 
development of apple s cald but the degree of temperature has 
a greaeter influence . 
4. Wrapping apples 1 n paper delays the appearance of 
scald during storage. An apple wrapper of paraffine paper 
regards scald mo re than the ordinary paper apple wrapper, but 
this difference is slight and of no practical importance from 
the commercial standpoint. 
5. No correlation has been found between the size of the 
apples and the amount of scald developing on them in storage. 
The fact that some variations are found suggests the question 
whether these variations may not be due to differences in 
degree of maturity between large and small apples _picked at the 
same time. 
6. The degree of maturity of apples when they are put into 
cold storage .is "the prime consideration in the control of apple 
scald. Immature fruit scalds readily. Whatever the variety 
of apple under consideration, it is in best condition for cold 
storage when it has reached prime :maturity for picking, well 
colored, harfJ.•ripe, and neither immature noriover•ma.ture. 
When the conditions are such the& the ·fruit must be har• 
vested bef:0re it has reached prime maturity fDz ·pi eking it has 
b~en found ben~ficial to delay putting it into cold storage, and 
hold it in warm t ·emperatures until it has attained mor~ nearly 
an optimum degree of maturity for cold storage. 
7. Apples of optimum maturity for cold stqrage will 
scald_ more quickly in common tha~ in cold storage. The optimum 
maturity for cold storage is not always the same -as that for 
common storage. 
a. Iowa grown Mammo th Black Twig and Sheriff apples can 
be stored With only fair success in common storage houS'es. 
While in general well ventilated caves or houses that are kept 
moist so that the fruit is not liable to shrink, may give quite 
satisfactory results for the small grower, for the large com-
mercial growers col4 storage is unhesitatingly recommended. 
9. It requires 30 to 60 hours to reduce the temperature 
of fruit in the center of a box or barrel from a temperature 
around 70°F. dOwn to 35°F. 
10. The temperature of apples in boxes may be reduced 
sooner than that of apples in barels. 
11. Unwrapped apples packed in boxes are more quickly 
affected by changes in storage temperature than similar 
wrapped apples. 
12. small changes in room temperatures do not materially 
change the temperature of fruit in the package, particularly 
of wrapped fruit. This suggests the question as to whetaer 
this fact can be taken advantage of by the practical cold 
storage man to reduce the cost of operation. 
13. Sudden extreme changes for a few hours in temperature 
of the storage room do not materially change the temperature 
of the stored fruit, particularly of wrapped fruit. 
14. Apple scald makes fruit more susoep tible to the 
entrance of rot fungi. Alternaria sp. (Black Kold) an apple 
rot which is characterized by its black fungous growth, 
develops readily on the hadly scalded portions of the fruit. 
15. The majority of the rots developing in storage are 
found on the larger apples of the variety. The largest 
apples have a tendency to check around the lenticels, or calyx, 
affording excellent ~eating places for rot spires and entrance 
of their germination tubes into the fruit. 
16. Low tempera.tu•e s around 32°F. a re beat to check the 
growth of rots in storage. 
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